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rebellion, while Ireland's religion was still proscribed. It is probable that Charles promised them some form of toleration in return for support, and they may have twisted this into an argument that rebellion would have the King's sanction.
This hypothetical accusation of blundering was embroidered at the time into a story that Charles had ordered a Papist massacre. The evidence was supplied in curious fashion. There is still extant an order, signed in the King's name, requiring the Catholics to seize Protestant strongholds. It is dated October i, 1641; it is sealed with the Royal Seal of Scotland; it is a palpable forgery, No one knows who held the seal on October i, for it was passing from a retiring Chancellor to his successor. Whoever had charge of it that day has a great deal to answer for; but he had struck a shrewd blow at the King's reputation.
It is a curious feature of many Revolutions that all their permanent results are achieved in a few months or even weeks, with little or no bloodshed. There follow years of agony, while extremists and reactionaries struggle with each other, and then a settlement on the former basis. It was so with England in the middle of the seventeenth century. By the end of 1641, our constitution was, roughly speaking, that of the 1660 Restoration. The years between produced nothing but evil memories.
Charles had accepted the new settlement; no doubt he resented it in private, but there is little sign of any plans to overthrow it. Meanwhile Pym was losing his unquestioned majority in the Commons; his friends among the Peers were in the minority again, the two Houses .were at odds over the bishops. A balance of powers, each impotent against the other, might possibly have given England peace.
That_hope was destroyed by the Irish rebellion.   The . problem became a,military one again.   Charles was active . and urgent about the necessity for crushing the Irish 16

